**Selected Campus-IL learners testimonials**
(Some of the personal details has been modified for privacy reasons)

**Ronen, 31 year old, programming course:**

"September 1st 2018 was my redemption day :) 
I've discovered an amazing site, where it basically teaches me what I've always wanted, programming!! 
And it is just a small amount of so many wonderful and high-quality courses that are available today: the big "Campus-IL".

Why do I love campus IL so much? So, At the age 17 (even when I was at school) I tried to learn programming with C language myself. 
In those years I saw this material as a Chinese, I couldn't understand anything. 
Furthermore, as a part of closed orthodox society, I wasn't exposed to the Internet until the age of 17, and I didn't have any background to this world and to programming in particular. 
Probably that's why it was so difficult for me. 
Over the past 10 years I had several attempts to try programming alone. 
It was a real difficulty to find Hebrew guides that make learning accessible to those who have not yet tasted this world clearly. 
And here comes the great of campus IL venture. 
I am so happy there is such a thing on the internet in Hebrew !!! 
All my life I struggled to learn this field, suddenly reveals that I know how to program in 3 months, huh? !! 
Do you understand that this is because of you? 
The way you teach is outstanding !! 
I will point out that now, because of what you taught me, I approach other programming languages and it suddenly seems so easy to understand the language. 
I've realized that I needed help with the basics. 
Nowadays, I am heading to my next course in Campus-IL in Python, hoping it will open the door for further job opportunities. 
Thank you for listening to my story and for your welcome non-discriminatory and hands-on contribution to anyone who wants to learn. 
It is not obvious all this abundance!"
Bar, 22 years old, learner of the Psychometric prep course:
"Honorary Minister, good evening and hope I'm not interrupting.
My name is Bar and I live in Afula and I am 22 years old and I have a dream
to become a doctor for 20 years.
My main obstacle was the psychometric entrance exam. I took 7 exams
but unfortunately it wasn't enough. The last test was in April, but this
time I studied for it with the course of campus IL
Today I got A score of 756 out of 800!!! Thanks to the project you've
started, I have a chance to become a doctor for the first time in my life.
Thank you"

Tamar Kramash Stettiner
"Each course is a one-of-a-kind work that combines vision, in-depth
thinking, meticulous planning, inspiration, creativity, and innovation."

Hadar slhavet
"I highly recommend on campus-IL!
This is how the education system and the academy should teach us.
The combination of subtitles and visuals is a bonus, and the division
into built-in units is precise and seamlessly accessible.
The special method of video is an option to increase or decrease the
custom playback speed, Go back and forth as needed.
A knowledge test has immediate feedback and you can go back to
correct yourself. That's how you really learn. And it's free too!"

Daniel Cohen
Great site. I've enjoyed every course I've studied
Explained in an excellent way and it's all … FREE :)
Thank you all for all your investment in campus-IL"